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LAPEL SIGN SAFETY PIN�

	  The lapel inscription yields the needed information about the person�
wearing it. It is most often used by the medical personnel, the window�
clerks, salesmen, the personnel on the fairs and so on.�

	 The inscription is made of light plastic, it lies correctly on the lapel�
and is easily readable.�

	 At the backside of the inscription there is a safety pin to prevent�
the accidental drop - off of the label.

�
dimension> Standard dimension of the lapel sign inscription is 65x20 mm.

color> Golden background, black letters.�

material> The inscription is made of two - layered GRAVOPLY material,�
and the safety pin is made of the chromium coated steel. Both of these�
elements are made by the American company NEW HERMES.�

the symbol production technique> By engraving by the programmed CNC�
machine the upper layer of the two - layer GRAVOPLY material is removed,�
and under it there emerges the lower layer of different color.�

installation> The person wearing it may put it on and take it off easily.�

*On request the production of other dimensions is available. In the former experience we�
noticed that the inscriptions made of metal were ^dropping off ^ and were not lying correctly,�
so we do not recommend them. On special request we are delivering also the lapel inscriptions�
consisting of a clothespin and a little plastic bag with a changeable insert.�
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